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PART 1



Airfoils THEY by George Colling?, EAA 67 Illustrations by the author he differing explanations as to why and how an airfoil exerts lift have always been of interest to me. There are, of course, many technical books which treat the subject accurately. However, they are for the most part written in another language - the language of mathematics. These books are for those trained and accustomed to accept mathematical formulae as the best method of describing such things. At times, translations into socalled "layman's" language takes place - and here is where the fun starts. Or rather, where the interpretations seem to vary. Some may say something like this, "The upper surface is curved like the inside of a venturi tube. The air is squeezed as it goes through the narrow neck. At this constriction, according to Bernoulli's theorem, a reduction in pressure occurs. The pressure over the upper surface of the airfoil is then less than the



pressure under the lower surface, so the wing rises". I believe that this type of explanation is incomplete and therefore misleading. It is only a portion of what is really happening. The work of the upper surface of an airfoil cannot be separated from the work of the lower surface. They both interact on each other. Another prevalent description is one that states that the air goes faster over the top surface because it has to meet the air from the bottom surface at the trailing edge at the same time! Other misconceptions have been popular, such as the statement that a biplane never lifts as much as a monoplane.



area for area. However, at some angles of attack the total lift for a biplane can be greater because of the slot effect delaying separation over the lower wing (see Fig. 1) which in turn scavenges the upper wing. To further indicate the scope of these "variations on a theme", the



Nieuport 28 replica for the crowd, while Tallman's Sopwith Camel was pushed out of the hangar and the Le Rhone rotary engine was run to demonstrate the uncommon feature of revolving cylinders — something not seen on today's airplanes. Tallman's fleet of movie



aircraft are now based at West Riverside Airport. Since the rain curtailed activities of this Fly-In, the Southern California Chapters are looking forward to the next Fly-In, tentatively scheduled for June or July in Paso Robles.



on the upper surface". The second example is from an article in an aviation magazine published during the 1940's. It was entitled "Smoke Tunnel" and was written by Henry Struck and C. Townsend Ludington. It describes various experiments made in a two-dimensional flow smoke tunnel. Here's what it says: "Top Surface Lift". Most of us know that the principal thing which keeps an airplane flying is the fact that air moves faster over the top of a wing than it does over the bottom. This is particularly true of a section highly cambered on the upper surface. In 1738 Bernoulli discovered the principle which bears his name - namely, that pressure of air or water on a surface is lessened the faster it moves over that surface. Therefore airplane wings are designed so that the air flows faster over the top. This means that the pressure on the upper surface is less than the pressure on the lower one and the result is



T



PLANES AT THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA FLY-IN Airplane Registration Owners 1. Chester "Goon" N93Y Harvey Mace 2. Stolp-Adams SA-100 N70P Lou Stolp



"Starduster" 3. Smith DSA-1 "Miniplane" 4. Jeaco 2 "Monster" 5. Terrill HTL-100 "Poopsie Doll" 6. Solvay-Stork 10 Mod. "Skyhopper" 7. Stits Playboy Mod. 8. Stits Flut-R-Bua SA-6B 9. Stits Playboy SA-3B 10. Corben Baby Ace



Builder & Year Art Chester (1937) Lou Stolp (1957)



Home Airport Sacramento Compton



N90P



Frank Smith



Frank Smith (1956)



Fullerton



N17K



Lee Wainscott



Dick Johnston



Fullerton



N95P



Harold Terrill



Harold Terrill (1957)



Torronce



N41770 Al Trefethen



Salvoy-Stark (1945)



Torronce



N75P Joan Trefethen N6065C Charles Bray N91P Robert Gillespie Roland Fall N49T Dennis Newton



J. Trefethen (1957) Torrance Matt Peck (1956) Forrance Gillespie & Fall (1957) Fullerton



N5155V Lee Kennedy G. M. Glendenninq N5594V Roy Stits N47K Don Finn



Kennedy & Glendenning Cable-Cloremont (1957) Roy Stits (1957) West Riverside Frank Smith San Fernando Valley Grand Central,



Dennis Newton (1957) Grand Central.



Glendole 11. Glen-Lee 2 12. Stits Skycoupe SA-7B 13. Stits Playboy SA-3A 14. Porterfield LP-65 Mod.



Mr.



Barclay



Glendale SPORT AVIATION
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What's New In Low Speed Airfoils? - Size 

question was posed recently to a number of government ... flight tests on a full scale airplane were conducted ... rox IQ-. FIGURE 2b â€” Variation of drag coefficient with Rey- nolds number for GA(W)1 and GA(W)-2 airfoils. ... answer.) For a T-18 wi
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Howstuffworks "How Bridges Work" 

A bridge provides passage over some sort of obstacle: a river, a valley, a road, a set of railroad tracks ... bridge used depends on various features of the obstacle.
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How Airplanes Fly - Size 

mathematical aerodynamics descrip- tion, the ..... the idealized theory of wing sections. (airfoils). .... The PMA6000-S series adds high fidelity stereo music.
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Introduction to How Skyscrapers Work 

circumstances that led to skyscrapers were the growing metropolitan American centers, most notably Chicago. Businesses all wanted their offices near the ...
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Optical Mice and how they Work: The Optical Mouse is a 

The light from the LED reflects off microscopic textural features in the area. A plastic lens collects the reflected light and forms an image on a sensor. If you were ...
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How to Bend Tubing - Size 

use a torch to heat a tube full of bending alloy as the ... closed pot on top of a stove â€” never with an open flame. .... A rough rule is that when springy tubing.
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Heat pumps work similar to air-conditioners. They lure outside 

Mar 11, 2018 - But, in a cool environment a heat pump may possibly not be in a position to move enough hot air to provide sufficient heat. Heat pumps may ...
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veto players: how political institutions work 

Jan 11, 2001 - Working with Simon Hug I analyzed the consequences of veto ..... (2000, forthcoming) uses long time-series of data to find that growth rates and investment are ...... As a result we only identified the set of feasible solutions: the wi
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How do healthy older pedestrians walk when they ... - Eric Watelain 

Introduction. About 54% of pedestrians killed on French roads are over 60 years old (ONISR, 2012), whereas this age group represents less than 24% of the ...
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P. O. Box 401, South Milwaukee, Wis. ... turbulent flow at the Reynolds numbers that homebuild- ... Thus, the 65-412 retains laminar flow over 50 percent.
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think that its accuracy is any the worse in spite of its simplicity. Let's consider .... tle increase in weight of engine/prop combination and this usually leads to a ...
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Airfoils and Aspect Ratios 

going together . . . a high-powered Stits "Playboy", for example. Keep in mind, though, that we must make com- parisons on a basis of similar power-to-weight ...
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05 Airfoils and Airflow 

in the wind tunnel. The logical thing to do is to measure the velocity of the free stream; that .... path, there must be a net force on it, as required by Newton's laws. 7 ... The right hand side has dimensions of energy per unit volume (i.e. mass ti
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How to bend tubing s.. - Size 

bows, fuselage formers and seat frames as well. Builders .... walls of the groove to exert a restraining effect against the tube's ... or the simple wood jig types.
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Laminar Flow Airfoils 

P. O. Box 401, South Milwaukee, Wis. MOST HOMEBUILDERS have heard of laminar flow ... Jurca Tempete (MJ.2). Smith Miniplane. Eklund. Lincoln Sport.
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AIRFOILS de Chris Heintz 

Our small aircraft have a wing chord, which is the "length" to use when talking ... molecules of modern physics), there is obviously an average distance between ... When the air hits the airfoil leading edge it will separate into the upper and lower 
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What Are Wortmann Airfoils 

edge radii, feature camber relief be- tween 40% and 70% of chord and have ... Figure 2 polar diagram presents cl vs. cd' data for the three airfoils, as deter-.
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How Do You Tu L'Auras - Scam Or Work? 

sydney,bonjour peux-tu m'appeler s'il te plait merci,danse orientale annecy,brocante du 02 juin,je suis fou amoureux de toi,dans la ou en,la chanson je ne veux ... mireille mathieu,je suis amoureux de toi artinya,je suis amoureuse de toi skyblog,trad
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Two-stroke Basics How Two-stroke Engines Work 

If you have read How Car Engines Work and How Diesel Engines Work, then you are familiar with the two types of engines found in nearly every car and truck ...
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they shook hands 

World Cup 2018 came to an end with France defeating Croatia 4-2 in an epic final in Moscow. The thrilling match was no less than a dramatic event.
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Time and work: work intensity 

Centre, National Centre for Scientific Research, France) and Michel Gollac at the ...... Some physical problems such as skin disorders show only a tenuous link to ...
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Time and work: work intensity 

managerâ€“shareholder relationship, in particular, tends to encourage a ... This combination of constraints, which may be seen as a characteristic of new ...... observed only from the middle of working life onwards; moreover, among young ...
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Visualization Analysis and Selection of Airfoils 

GRC.NASA.gov/. WWW/K-12/airplane/map.htm, was created by Tom Benson at NASA's ..... consultant for companies with a desire to simulate their aircraft designs.
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